PRESS RELEASE

EDMILSON, LEGEND OF FC BARCELONA,
VISITS Fürstenfeldbruck.
The Brazilian five-time World Cup champion and former FC Barcelona
football player, is organizing a football Camp on April 2019
Jose Edmilson Gomes de Moraes, current world ambassador of the FC Barcelona Football
Schools and grassroots football coach, will visit Fürstenfeldbruck city next Februar, 09th 2019.
The visit of Mr. Edmilson is part of the promotion activities related to the organization of the
first “Edmilson Camp” in Germany, which is planned to be held on April 2019. One of the
main goals of this camp is exploring the new-talents of German football. Children of
Fürstenfeldbruck will have the chance of showing their skills and talent to professional football
trainers and managers of worldwide highest level.
His visit is organized by Eagle & Partners Corporation, in cooperation with the Municipality
of Fürstenfeldbruck, SC Fürstenfeldbruck, the BCN Football Tours of Barcelona and,
Edmilson’s brand agency.
When the opportunity arises, Lord Mayor Erich Raff will meet Edmilson during his stay in
Fürstenfeldbruck. Erich Raff: “We look forward to Edmilsons Camp in Fürstenfeldbruck, also in
light of the 100th anniversary celebration of the SC Fürstenfeldbruck.”
As a part of Edmilson’s agenda, he will visit the city and the stadium.
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About Edmilson’s Camps
Brazilian football is worldwide known for its cunning, fluid and offensive style, famously known
as Jogo Bonito (beautiful game).
Based on this Brazilian roots and developed through his wide experience as an international
and world champion player, Edmilson has designed a teaching of a football methodology which
allows children and young people, among other advantages, to improve their time-space
perception, to deeply develop their reasoning speed, as well as clearly evolve their creativity
and improvisation skills, always having fun and enjoying the pleasure of playing football.
Being this camp a perfect match for the youth of Germany, as they are very much talented and
one of the best in the region. Furthermore, it can help them develop their style, creativity and
improvisation, and gives them a window of opportunity to show the public their true skills.

About Eagle & Partners Corporation
Eagle & Partners Corporation produces high quality textile products for moderate prices. The
Company’s philosophy is based in hard work and solid values, both leading to follow goals and
look to the future.
That is why, the SCR policies of the Company are focused on youth and it gives support to
several projects involved with football, because teamwork, effort, ambition and hard work to
reach a goal. These are values shared by Eagle and sports.
In words the of Mr. Jetmir Memedi, founder and CEO of Eagle & Partners Corporation: “We
all know, we can’t change the world in one day, but Eagle & Partners Corporation is willing to
do its share, through football, and we are happy to count with the support of the authorities of
Fürstenfeldbruck to do it. We want to contribute to make this world a better place. We want to
give the youth a chance, we want to support them, because they are our future.”
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